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You’ve found yourself locked away in a dark 
dungeon where nothing is as it seems. The 
portal you entered from has shut down, and 
requires souls from the monsters lurking 
within to power up again. Unfortunately, there 
are other adventureres locked away with you, 
fighting to escape. You must navigate this 
shuffled realm of twists and turns by sliding 
and rotating rooms to create pathways. All 
while blocking off other players from doing 
the same. Hunt down monsters to collect their 
souls, and escape this shuffled dungeon.

It’s a room shuffling, monster hunting game, 
and the race is on.
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The object of the game is to collect the required amount of Monster 
Souls, and make it back to the "Start Portal" before any other player.

Required points to win

Reading the game pieces

2 PLAYERS - 11 points
3 PLAYERS - 9 points
4 PLAYERS - 7 points
5 PLAYERS - 9 points
6 PLAYERS - 7 points

DOORWAY

BLANK SPACE

MONSTER BATTLE SPACE

ROOM ELEMENT TYPE

ROOM NAME

SOUL POINTS

ELEMENTAL TYPE

ELEMENTAL SETS

REQUIRED DICE ROLL

MONSTER NAME
MONSTER TILE

ROOM CARD
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Required points quick guide
2 players - 11 points
3 players - 9 points
4 players - 7 points
5 players - 9 points
6 players - 7 points

First you must lay out the dungeon. 
Take out the “Start Portal” as well as the 
“Remove this Card” Room cards. These 
two rooms are used in every game of 
Dungeon Shuffle. Mix up the remaining 
rooms and take out 14 more. Shuffle the 
two required rooms back into the deck. 
These are the rooms that will make up 
your dungeon. Now lay these rooms out 
in a 4x4 grid and flip them over. (See 
“Special Rules” on page 8 when playing 
a 5 or 6 player game.) Remove the 
“Remove this Card” room card and 
place your playing pieces on the “Start 
Portal.”

Now that the dungeon has been laid out you need to fill it with 
monsters. Simply place one Monster Tile face down in every room 
(not including the “Start Portal.”) Roll to see which player goes first.

One turn in Dungeon Shuffle consists of 2 phases. 1) SHUFFLE 
DUNGEON PHASE and 2) MOVE PLAYER PHASE. On your turn 
simply roll both dice. First, during the Shuffle Dungeon Phase, 
move around the dungeon according to what was rolled on the 
Dungeon Dice (black die.) See specifics of each dice symbol on 
page 4. After the rooms, monsters or portals have been changed 
then you move on to the Move Player Phase. Now move your 
player according to the Player Dice (white die.) If you land on a 
white blank space, your turn is over. If you land on a Monster Battle 
Space or portal, perform the events required of that space.



The Dungeon Dice (black die) features symbols that decide how 
the room cards will be rearranged. Use this to your advantage to 
create pathways to new rooms with monsters in them.

The SLIDE symbol on the dice allows the player to slide one 
room in the dungeon into the open space. You must move an 
adjacent room to the opening either horizontally or vertically (not 
diagonally.) You cannot pass one room over another, and cannot 
rotate the room in any way as you slide. The room must also stay 
within the 4x4 grid (5x5 in a 5-6 player game.) See “Special 
Rules” for more details.)

The ROTATE symbol on the dice allows the player to rotate one 
room in the dungeon. The room does not leave it’s spot in the 
grid, but simply rotates in place. You can turn the room in 90 
degree increments as much as you want.

The MOVE MONSTER symbol on the dice allows the player to 
move one monster tile to a new room. If you move a monster that 
is not uncovered, keep it face down and if the tile is face up, keep 
it showing. Do not move any monsters into the "Start Portal". You 
may also not move a tile into a room with an existing monster. If 
there are no empty rooms to move a monster tile into, then 
simply go to the Move Player Phase. 

The PORTAL symbol on the dice allows the player to put a set of 
portal into play or relocate an existing portal set to new spaces. 
You must move both matching color portals at the same time. If a 
player is occupying a portal space, then that portal cannot be 
moved. If there are no portals that can be moved, then simply go 
to the Move Player Phase. See “Using Portals” on page 6 for 
more information.

Dungeon Dice Symbols



Once the dungeon has been appropriately shuffled, the player may 
then move their player pawn. Simply move the number of spaces 
indicated on the Player Dice (white die.) If the player rolls the Star 
Symbol during this phase, that acts as a Player Swap. See more 
details in the “Star Symbol” section on page 6. 

Some rules to keep in mind while moving your pawn: You may only 
pass from one room to another when the doors in both rooms 
match up. If there is a door on one side but not the other, then you 
may not move to that room. Also, you may not occupy a space with 
another player. If this occurs, simply stop on the space immediately 
before occupied space. If the moving player lands on a Monster 
Battle Space or Portal, then you do the action accordingly.

Also when moving your pawn, you may not touch the same space 
twice in one dice roll. The player must also take the path that allows 
for as much of your dice roll as possible. For example: if the player 
rolls a 5, and there are two paths that they can take. One allows the 
player to move the full 5 spaces and the other only allowing the 
player to move forward 2. The player MUST take the path that 
moves them forward 5 spaces.

Often, there will be many forking paths that the player can take, that 
need to be taken into consideration.
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The doorways do not match up.
This path cannot be taken 

The doorways do match up.
This path can be taken 



During a players movement, they may 
come across colored portals. This 
portal will warp you to a new location, 
making travelling across the dungeon 
easier. The player always jumps to the 
portal of the same color upon landing 
on first portal space.  

Using portals is simple; if the player lands on a portal space at the 
end of their dice roll, they must move to the new portal space. If the 
player passes over a portal space during their pawn movement, 
then they may choose to either take the portal or carry on finishing 
their movement. Should you choose to take the portal, move your 
player pawn to the new portal location. This will end your turn. You 
do not get to finish the remainder of your roll. If there is another 
player standing on either portal, then it may not be used. If the 
active player lands on a portal, but the exit portal is occupied by 
another player, then the portal cannot be used. The player must 
stop on the entrance portal and their turn simply ends.

The Player Dice also features a Star Symbol. During the Move 
Player Phase, the star acts as a Player Swap. You may choose 
to swap the locations of any two colored pawns, including 
yourself. Should you choose to swap your own location with 
another player, then you, and only you, must play the action of 
the space you swap on to (Monster Battle, Portal etc.) If the 
space is blank, then your turn simply ends. Choosing to swap 
two other players only swaps their locations. They do not get to 
perform any space actions that they may land on. Swapping 
players is completely optional. If you choose not to swap any 
players then your turn simply ends.

Using Portals

Star Symbol



Landing on a Monster Battle space by exact dice roll will give the 
player a chance to fight a monster and collect its soul. Start by 
flipping over the Monster Tile in the middle of the room if it has not 
already been revealed. Now roll the Player Dice (white die.) If the 
players dice roll matches any part of the correct Elemental Set 
located on the Monster Tile, then you have defeated the monster 
and collected their soul. Take the Monster Tile and place it in front of 
you. Tally up all your collected souls and gain enough points to win. 

The monsters are affected by the location that they are located in. 
Each room and monster has an Elemental Type and can be strong 
or weak depending on how they match up. A Water Monster in a 
Fire Room is considered to be strong, so the player would need to 
match their dice roll to the Strong Set on the Monster Tile. While a 
Water Monster in an Earth Room is considered weak, the player 
would then need to match their dice to the Weak Set instead. 
Battling monsters in rooms that make them weak make it much 
easier to win. Use the Move Monster symbol on the Dungeon Dice 
to relocate a difficult monster into a room that makes it weak.

Elemental Weaknesses

1,4,5 or
needed to win.

Rolling a “4” would 
result in victory.

Astro Triplet

Located in a
WATER ROOM

Located in a
FIRE ROOM

Located in a
EARTH ROOM

EXAMPLE OF A MONSTER BATTLE

If the player rolls a 

needed to win.

Rolling a “4” would 
result in a loss.

5 or

needed to win.

Rolling a “4” would 
result in victory.
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Astro Triplet

Astro Triplet

Astro Triplet



An easy way to understand which set the player needs to reference 
to defeat a monster, is to simply match up the Elemental Set to the 
color of the rooms elemental type. So if the player is a fighting a 
monster inside a Fire Room, just use the red colored Elemental Set 
(Green for Earth, and Blue for Water.)

You win more points by defeating Gold Monsters than you do from 
defeating Bronze Monsters. Rack up enough points faster by going 
for Gold. Just remember that those monsters will be harder to 
defeat. Once you have racked up the required amount of points to 
win, your mission is to make it back to the "Start Portal" and escape 
the dungeon. If you do, you are the winner of Dungeon Shuffle. 
Beware though, because all the other players will do everything 
they can to make sure you dont make it back.

Dungeon Shuffle can be played with 5 or 6 players, but just with a 
few minor changes to accomodate the extra opponents. During a 5 
or 6 player game you will be playing on a 5x5 grid (instead of a 
4x4.) There will also be 2 empty spaces instead of 1.

To set up this larger dungeon, follow the same steps outlined on 
Page 3. The room in the very center of the dungeon will always 
start off empty, simply place no room card in that spot. The second 
empty square will be located wherever the “Remove This Card” 
room happens to be located. When rearranging the dungeon, the 
player will choose which of the empty spaces they want to slide a 
room into. They do not slide or rotate more than one room.qw

All other rules for playing Dungeon Shuffle will remain exactly the 
same. Follow them accordingly.


